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High court voids Texas abortion law
Kennedy: restrictions citing
health cover for making
procedure difficult to get
By ROBERT BARNES
AND MARK BERMAN
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court on Monday struck down Texas
abortion restrictions that have been
widely duplicated in other states, a
resounding win for abortion rights
advocates in the court’s most important consideration of the controversial issue in 25 years.

Justice Anthony Kennedy joined
the court’s liberals in the 5 to 3 decision, which said Texas’s arguments
that the clinic restrictions were to
protect women’s health were cover
for making it more difficult to obtain
an abortion.
The challenged Texas provisions
required doctors who perform abortions at clinics to have admitting
privileges at a nearby hospital and
said that clinics must meet hospital-like standards of surgical centers.
Similar restrictions have been
passed in other states, and officials
say they protect patients. But the
court’s majority sided with abortion

providers and medical associations
who said the rules are unnecessary
and so expensive or hard to satisfy
that they force clinics to close.
Texas officials criticized the decision for what they described as judicial overreach that they said will
endanger innocent lives.
“The decision erodes states’ lawmaking authority to safeguard the
health and safety of women and
subjects more innocent life to being
lost,” Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, a Republican, said in a statement. “Texas’
goal is to protect innocent life, while
ensuring the highest health and safety standards for women.”

Kennedy, the court’s pivotal justice
on abortion rights, assigned the opinion to Justice Stephen Breyer. The
court’s liberal female justices, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, Sonia Sotomayor
and Elena Kagan, joined it.
Chief Justice John Roberts and
Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito dissented.
The outcome of the Texas case
turned on an interpretation of the
court’s ruling nearly 25 years ago in
Planned Parenthood v. Casey.
Written by three justices including Kennedy, it said states had a leTURN TO RULING » PAGE A2

“It bullied the June gloom out of the neighborhood.”

A week of heat
BILL PATZERT, climate scientist with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory about the recent weather pattern

High-pressure system over Southwest cranks up the temps
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Tired of the hot weather? Relief is coming.
The sweltering temperatures
felt in the North Bay recently
are expected to continue today and Wednesday, but peter
out just in time for the holiday
weekend.
Temps will climb to 95 today
and 92 Wednesday, followed
by a cooling trend starting on
Thursday that is expected to
bring the mercury back down
to the low 80s just in time for the
Fourth of July.
The past week has been the
hottest of the entire year for
Santa Rosa residents. Highs
have
consistently
hovered
around the 90-degree mark every day — reaching 96 degrees
on Saturday and Sunday, and
95 degrees on Monday.
In all this June, there have
been six days with highs in the
90s. Five of those have happened since June 20.
What’s to blame? A large
high-pressure system circling
over the Southwest is bringing
broiling temperatures from
Mexico and Texas farther north
and west than they normally
would reach, said Steve Anderson, a forecaster with the National Weather Service.
“Mostly the inland areas have
seen the hot weather; along the
coast, temperatures have been
pretty much near normal or on
the cooler side,” he said. “The
53-degree (ocean) water temperature keeps the immediate
coast rather cool.”
Last June, Santa Rosa had six
days with temperatures at or
above 90 degrees. In 2014, there
were seven days.
Anderson called the month’s
temperatures “pretty normal”
for Santa Rosa.
In Sonoma County, inland
areas rarely get a glimpse of
“June gloom” — a weather
pattern that brings low-lying
clouds and cool onshore breezes to coastal zones, caused
TURN TO HEAT » PAGE A2

By CHRIS MOONEY
THE WASHINGTON POST

In a surprising new study,
Stanford
researchers
have
found that drought-ravaged California is sitting on top of a vast
and previously unrecognized
water resource, in the form of
deep groundwater, residing at
depths between 1,000 and nearly
10,000 feet below the surface of
the state’s always thirsty Central Valley.
The resource amounts to
2,700 billion tons of freshwa-

SR man
found
stabbed
to death

Year’s third homicide
of homeless person
highlights vulnerability

By GUY KOVNER
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KENT PORTER / PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County Regional Parks lifeguard Coavey Cheney, 16, of Santa Rosa cools off Monday as he and
others teach a lifeguard summer camp at the Spring Lake lagoon in Santa Rosa.

Deep water could help solve state worries
Some question scientists’
find of huge aquifer
beneath Central Valley

Anthony
Kennedy
High court’s
decision expected
to have broad
implications for
abortion laws
throughout US.

ter, mostly less than about
3,250 feet deep, according to the
paper published Monday in the
influential Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences.
And there is even more fresh or
moderately salty water at more
extreme depths than this that
could potentially be retrieved
and desalinized someday for
drinking water, or for use in agriculture.
“There’s a lot more fresh
groundwater in California than
people know,” said Stanford’s
Rob Jackson, who conducted
the research with the university’s Mary Kang, the study’s lead
author. “It’s like a savings acTURN TO WATER » PAGE A2

The fatal stabbing of a man
found dead early Monday in a
bloody scene on a downtown
Santa Rosa sidewalk — the third
homicide involving a homeless
victim this year — has crystalized again the randomness of
violence among a population
seemingly impervious to the
current efforts of police, local government and homeless
advocates.
Cirak Mateos Tesfazgi, 32, of
Santa Rosa, was found about
12:55 a.m. just outside the doorway of a Sonoma County Department of Health Services
office at 418 Riley St. after police
responded to a report of a man
down. He was pronounced dead
at the scene.
Police said personal effects of
Tesfazgi’s found near the doorway show “he could have been
resting or preparing for sleep”
when the assault came, said detective Sgt. Josh Ludtke.
“It was obviously a homicide,”
he said.
Tesfazgi was a member of
the local Eritrean community,
friends said. Homeless since
2009, according to police, he was
well known among customers
frequenting some downtown
businesses.
Yodit Gebre, owner of the
Holy Roast coffee shop, said he
was a regular who came in every day to drink coffee and read.
“He was very polite,” she said.
Alan Powell, an investigator in the public health disease
control unit at the county office
in the 400 block of Riley Street
where Tesfazgi was killed,
bought a book of his poetry a few
years ago. He recalled Tesfazgi
drinking coffee in the morning,
rolling a cigarette, smiling.
“We see the homeless people
every day because they sleep in
our doorways a lot,” Powell said,
adding he saw Tesfazgi nearTURN TO STABBING » PAGE A2
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RETHINKING BREXIT:

After taking a few days to
consider leaving the EU,
the British are having
second thoughts. / A10
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Gino Celli inspects wheat nearing harvest May 18, 2015, on his farm near
Stockton. A new study shows a hidden cache of 2,700 billion tons of
water may lie in reserve deep below the state’s Central Valley.
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